Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is a complex and computationally intensive process, that requires a repeated interaction between tools and users, often in a distributed environment. Given the complexity of the process, both naïve and expert users need some support to effectively perform knowledge discovery. In this paper we present a user-and knowledge-centric approach to support the design of KDD projects. Semantic technologies are exploited to support sharing and (re-)use of KDD computational resources and processes in a distributed collaborative environment. In particular, functionalities for tool publishing, service and process discovery, and versioning of processes greatly enhance process management, and provide a learn-by-example and trial-andtest environment for collaborative KDD design. The systematic use of semantic information, a loosely-coupled and layered Service-Oriented Architecture, a cooperative and flexible approach, result in a platform natively conceived for an open, distributed and collaborative environment.
Introduction
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) refers to a non-trivial process for the discovery of unknown and useful patterns from data. This field shares some methods and techniques with e-Science, as they support discovery by data-intensive experimentations, and its application both in research and business is gaining increasing interest, given the huge amount of data nowadays at disposal of organizations.
The correct application of data analysis techniques that form the baseline of the KDD methodology, however, is not straightforward because of the number, variety and complexity of available KDD tools. Furthermore, alternative techniques and corresponding implementations are continuously developed, making the choice of the best solution hard even for specialists.
Systems simplifying the application of KDD techniques have been developed, e.g., commercial products like IBM SPSS Modeler 1 (originally SPSS Clementine), SAS Enterprise Miner 2 as well as open source software like RapidMiner (Mierswa et al. (2006) ) and Weka (Hall et al. (2009) , or web platforms like ClowdFlows (Kranjc et al. (2012) ). Although they provide a large number of techniques and user-friendly interfaces to ease their understanding and application, most of them "lack any kind of guidance as to which techniques can or should be used in which contexts" (Serban et al. (2013) ). Furthermore, some of such systems are conceived as single-user, centralized environments, and do not exploit the network effect enabled by sharing and reusing resources, which are capable to produce previously unexpected value in scientific research environments ) and KDD projects.
In this paper we take such a perspective, by proposing a user-and knowledgecentric approach for the sharing and (re-)use of KDD computational resources and processes in KDDVM (KDD Virtual Mart), a collaborative environment where both resources and users are distributed and heterogeneous. In a previous work (Diamantini et al. (2013) ) we discussed support functionalities for semi-automatic process design and composition, while here the emphasis is put on how semantic technologies and an open approach are capable to enable the sharing and reuse of resources (from single analysis tools to whole processes). In particular, in the context of the KDDVM platform, we discuss how to build and manage a repository of services and a repository of processes. Functionalities for tools annotation and publishing, service and process discovery, and versioning of processes enabled by the proposed approach are discussed as well. As shown by the promising results of the evaluation, these features are capable to enhance support to users for process management, providing a learn-by-example and trial-and-test environment for collaborative KDD design. The described approach can be useful for distributed data analysis scenarios in which cooperation can help to overcome the high effort needed for a KDD project. These include for instance e-Science projects for scientific knowledge discovery with multiple distributed partners, or networks of SMEs (including Virtual Enterprises), often lacking specific competencies and budget for complex data analysis tasks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, after the analysis of requirements, we discuss the methodological approach of the work. In Section 3 we focus on the knowledge base of the platform, with an emphasis on the management of processes. In Section 4 functionalities for collaborative process management enabled by the knowledge base are introduced, in particular support for the publication of heterogeneous tools as services, service discovery, versioning and process discovery. An evaluation of the proposed functionalities is given in Section 5. In Section 6 we provide a description of state-of-the-art systems supporting users in the design and execution of processes, and comparisons with our approach. Finally, Section 7 reports some concluding remarks.
Methodology
According to the applicative scenario we refer to in this work, a KDD project is meant as a collaborative and distributed activity where several users, possibly from different organizations, share tools, knowledge and expertise in order to design and manage a KDD process, and ultimately aim at achieving the task of knowledge discovery. The main sources of complexity for a KDD project in distributed environments can be found in the fact that many tools are produced by independent organizations, not relying on standards and exposing noncompatible I/O interfaces. Hence, different tools, although useful in principle for similar tasks, are difficult to be integrated due to many kinds of heterogeneities. As a result, integration and reuse of these tools typically require a considerable amount of time to understand software's scope and usage, to install it, to transform data in a format compatible with the required input, not to mention the intrinsic degrees of freedom in the design of a KDD project, and the lack of specific and technical knowledge inside organizations.
We envisage in the following a set of general, non-functional and architectural requirements for a system effectively supporting collaborative KDD experimentations:
-Interoperability: the platform should adopt well-defined standards in order to assure the highest possible interoperability with heterogeneous products and systems.
-Flexibility: the system should adapt easily to internal or external changes. It should grow with the organization needs and be easily maintained in order to cope with a changed environment. -Modularity: the platform should be composed of separate, interchangeable modules. -Reusability: the platform should allow to use already implemented solutions. -Transparency: tools with different and heterogeneous interfaces should be managed, hiding localization and execution technicalities from users. -Usability: the system should provide KDD-specific support to users with different skills, ranging from KDD experts to novice users and domain experts. -Discoverability: users should be able to locate every resource they need to complete a certain task.
From a functional point of view, the main goal of a KDD platform is to support users in the complex task of collaboratively designing and executing a KDD process. Such a goal includes:
-to import and annotate heterogeneous tools implementing every kind of data analysis tasks, and publish them in a common repository; -to provide functions to retrieve interesting tools; -to provide means to support collaborative design of a process; -to store process versions in a repository and support advanced process discovery mechanisms.
In order to satisfy the non-functional requirements and to provide a basis for the functional ones, in this work we follow a user-and knowledge-centric approach, as the platform is aimed towards sharing and cooperation among virtual distributed teams. The key considerations on which the main features of the platform are built are the following.
Knowledge about each resource of the platform is fully described by a Knowledge Layer (in next Section) that includes specific languages and descriptors. As different tools/services are likely to have different interfaces/behaviours, our approach is based on descriptive languages for representing tool's syntax and semantics in a consistent manner. In this way, syntactic metadata for the descriptor of the resources have been extended with the use of semantics, aiming at a uniform and rigorous specification of service capabilities that facilitates highlevel tasks like automatic service discovery and composition. In particular, in order to describe resources at a conceptual level, and specify their semantics, we refer to ontologies, whereas at the concrete levels we make use of the terms defined in such ontologies in order to clarify the meaning of their content, thus addressing interoperability, transparency and usability requirements.
As described in Section 4, the Knowledge Layer provides the data model on which an open and modular Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is built, that includes both basic services for KDD tasks and support services providing highlevel functionalities. In such an architecture, basic KDD tools can be regarded as modular services, with the following benefits: they can be used independently or integrated to offer more complex functionalities; each KDD service is provided with a public description of its interface and other information (e.g., supported protocols, capabilities); clients communicate with services by exchanging messages. Hence, the SOA paradigm partially addresses previous requirements about interoperability, flexibility, modularity, reusability and transparency. Several support functionalities are offered by the platform for service and process discovery, process design and composition.
Together with (and orthogonal to) them, collaboration among users is tracked and supported at the utmost, by technological solutions that help to enable effective communication and coordination.
3 Knowledge Layer This Section is devoted to present the Knowledge Layer of the KDDVM platform, that represents the data model on which all the functionalities rely. Purpose of the Knowledge Layer is to provide a systematization of the knowledge involved in a KDD process, needed for a collaborative KDD platform. Such formalization regards each kind of resource involved in a KDD process, namely computational resources, processes, and users, and is expressed through specific languages and technologies. An overview of the technologies used in the layer is shown in Figure 1 , where all the components described in this Section are depicted together with relations among them.
Knowledge about Computational Resources
For the purpose of this work, we refer to computational resources as every application program for data manipulation useful in the context of some KDD task, ranging from data gathering, data transformation and cleaning to data mining and post-processing. In KDDVM they are described with different degrees of abstraction: an algorithm is an abstract prototype of a tool, whereas a tool is an implementation of an algorithm in a concrete programming language. A service is a tool running on a server, offering its interface through standard web services protocols. In this way, many services can refer to the same tool, whereas several tools can implement the same algorithm. Such a loosely-coupled approach enhances modularity and reusability, and supports advanced functionalities for discovery and composition, as will be shown in the following.
In order to address problems due to a distributed settings and heterogeneity of tools and users, our approach is aimed at formally describe algorithms into an ontology, named KDDONTO (Diamantini et al. (2013) ), which includes: the task achieved by the algorithm, the KDD phase in which it is commonly used, the search method it implements for achieving its task, some suggestions about algorithms that can be executed before or after it. Moreover, the I/O interface is described together with the preconditions that such I/O data must satisfy in order to be actually used, and performance indexes. To give an example, in Figure  2 we show an excerpt of KDDONTO describing C4.5, which is an algorithm used for generating a predictive model useful for performing a Classification task. The algorithm is defined as an instance of TreeAlgorithm class. This last is a subclass of ClassificationAlgorithm, which contains all algorithms that use a method suitable for classification. It takes an instance of LabeledDataset as input, and generates as output a N-aryDecisionTree model, which in turn is a ClassificationModel. The in_module relation suggests that it could be preceded by the RandomOverSampling, to balance data.
Since there are many tools available for the same task and they typically have heterogeneous interfaces, we manage integration and reuse of such tools by describing them with open formats (i.e., XML-based). For KDD tools we adopt KDTML (Diamantini et al. (2013) ), an XML-based open descriptor, aimed at annotating a tool (written in every language and even legacy software) through a set of metadata, in order to describe its details, including its interface, in a structured fashion. Finally, in our platform each KDD service is described by an extended-SAWSDL (eSAWSDL, Diamantini et al. (2013) ), that is a fullycompatible SAWSDL (Semantic Annotations for WSDL) descriptor with some additional details. They include specific syntax of I/O data or performance values (e.g., QoS depending on the server on which it is running, and on the network status), useful to choose the most high-performing service for a specific task, or to find a service with a certain interface, in order to support process matchmaking or composition. Although each service may be remotely executable, an UDDI registry holds all its details: information about I/O interfaces, the algorithm it implements, and the URL of the eSAWSDL descriptor needed for its execution.
Our infrastructure relies on mappings among layers, such that the descriptor for a tool (or a service) refers to KDDONTO to make the semantic meaning of its interfaces explicit. In the same way, there is a mapping between each descriptor and the specific ontological concept that represents the implemented algorithm. Figure 3 illustrates the use of the standard UDDI structure adopted, implemented by JUDDI 3 , and in particular the use of the CategoryBag element to maintain the link between a service and the implemented algorithm, described in KDDONTO. 
Knowledge about Process
Computational resources can be used to form a process. According to the degree of abstraction, hereinafter we refer to the following terminology:
-Prototype Process: a conceptual process composed of the algorithms formally described in KDDONTO. Each algorithm in the process can be annotated with further information, for instance the user role that is in charge of its management. Being defined at abstract level, these processes are machineindependent and therefore not directly executable: they represent a valuable help for users, which can use them as reference models during the design of a process schema. -Process Schema: a process composed of web services. Specific users can be in charge of the management of each service. A process schema can be designed following the structure defined by a prototype process, and using it as a reference. It is always possible to infer a prototype process from a process schema, by replacing every service with the corresponding algorithm in KDDONTO, and every user with the user role. -Experimental Process: the process schema after the definition of the parameters for each service, and the experimental dataset. -Instance Process: a single execution of an experimental process. A log registry keeps track of input/output for each tool, execution time and quality measures for single units or for the whole process.
Given that the main purpose of this work is to provide support during the collaborative development of a KDD process, our focus is primarily towards the process typologies involved in the design phase, namely prototype processes and process schemas. Experimental processes and, even more, instance processes are usually managed by workflow systems. Process schemas are stored into a Process Repository (ProcRep, see Figure  1 ), and are internally coded in an XML descriptor, which includes information about web services' name, their e-SAWSDLs, links among their interfaces and the users that are in charge of their management. Two structures are introduced to organize processes in the Repository: the first maintains a set of metadata about the whole process, such as the creation date/time, the author's name, textual comments, and the process state, to track whether it is still under development or is definitive (i.e., if it can be released), and is used to relate different versions of the same process as discussed in Section 4.2. Conceptually, the set of versions of a process constitutes a project. The second structure is an index useful to support process discovery within the Repository, as discussed in 4.2. The methodology followed to generate the index is based on the application of SUBDUE (Jonyer et al. (2002) ), a graph-based hierarchical clustering technique that is capable to extract the most frequent subprocesses from the Repository. In such a way it is possible to use them, arranged in a lattice structure (as shown in Figure 4) , for indexing purposes.
Knowledge about Users
In a KDD scenario, users are not likely to design a process on their own, because each of them is typically able to configure only a part of a complex process. Frequently, a team of different experts is needed, who can be either affiliated to the same organization or geographically distributed. Among them there are experts of the specific applicative domain, DB administrators and Data Mining experts, who have specific expertise in tools and KDD processes management. TeamOnto (Diamantini et al. (2012) ) is an ontology aimed at representing the characteristics of participants in the team, such as their affiliations, their skills about domains, KDD algorithms and services, their publications, and the previous projects in which they participated. Main classes and properties of TeamOnto are shown in Figure 5 . The Project, Algorithm and WService classes of TeamOnto are linked to algorithm concepts in KDDONTO, to services in the UDDI registry and to projects in the Process Repository respectively, as shown in Figure 1 . This allows to enrich TeamOnto expressiveness, enabling integrated queries over the whole knowledge base. For instance, it is possible to search for persons from a given organization, who are experts in a DecisionTreeAlgorithm, and who have already worked in projects about the email marketing domain.
Functionalities for Collaborative Process Management
To satisfy functional requirements, KDDVM provides a set of support functionalities that can be accessed through the platform front-end, namely the KDDesigner. It is a web-based visual tool that serves as a whiteboard, where the user designs a process accessing to platform's support functionalities in an integrated fashion. Through the KDDesigner, users are enabled to collaboratively build a process, by choosing the tools to use, linking them together, discussing about design issues, and executing the process. Since the KDDVM platform has been conceived to give support to users having various degrees of expertise, the KDDesigner offers a rich set of tools allowing users to choose the requested level of support. We refer the interested reader to Diamantini et al. (2011) for further details about such a front-end.
In this Section we introduce the platform's back-end main functionalities, which address the above-mentioned requirements.
Publication of Tools and Service Discovery
In order to make a tool at disposal of the community in the form of web service, a user should (1) adjust (or completely rewrite) the tool's code to allow communication using the SOAP protocol, (2) write the WSDL descriptor, and (3) publish the service in a public registry. These activities require technical skills that are not necessarily owned by members of KDD project teams. Publication support services have been developed to ensure transparency of technical details and ease service publication. They use a manually provided, high-level description of tool capabilities to automatically execute the above macro-activities.
In particular, an Automatic Wrapping Service (AWS) takes the KTDML description of a tool as input and encapsulates the software by dynamically building an ad-hoc wrapper that enables a user to activate the tool via standard SOAP protocol. The wrapper is provided as Java code that will be executed over the host machine. Moreover, AWS produces the eSAWSDL descriptor and all the needed scripts for deploying the service on the host machine. A client application called WSClient is available at the download section of http://kddvm.dii.univpm.it/.
Once the service has been deployed, the publication in a UDDI registry is managed by the Broker (see Diamantini et al. (2013) for details), which correctly compiles the UDDI entry, including semantic information in the form of a link to the proper algorithm instance in KDDONTO, as shown in Figure 3 .
Service discovery is defined through a set of functionalities, which exploit KDDONTO and metadata in the UDDI:
-ontoInquiry(ontology, query) implements semantic search and reasoning mechanisms by executing a SPARQL query over the ontology; -getConnectedAlgs(ontology, searchtype, algorithm) uses a SPARQL query to return the list of services that are in the in_module or out_module relation (depending on the value of searchtype) with the algorithm in the ontology. The two relations have been introduced in Subsection 3.1. For instance, the SPARQL query to find algorithms that are input modules to C4.5 is:
PREFIX kdd: <kddontology.owl#> SELECT ?x WHERE { kdd:C4.5 kdd:in_module ?x } -syntInquiry(sname, business, qualifier) returns the URL of the eSAWSDL of services whose (partial) name is sname. The qualifier parameter allows one to set the type of search, e.g., case sensitive, exact/partial match; -semInquiry(algorithm, ontology) queries the set of CategoryBag elements to retrieve the list of services associated to the algorithm in the ontology. The explicit use of the namespace ontology has been introduced to take into account the possibility that more than one ontology is used by the community.
The above functionalities are implemented as operations of the Broker service. The Jena 4 /Pellet 5 framework is used for ontology querying and reasoning, while UDDI4J
6 enables the interaction with the registry.
Process Management
Process management involves mechanisms for creation, storage, retrieval and execution of processes. In this Subsection we focus on collaborative functionalities that help users to create new processes starting from the analysis of existing processes, on collaboration and the management of versions.
Collaboration and Versioning An important feature to be considered in a collaborative KDD system is to actively enable people to work together in the development of a KDD project. By exploiting the knowledge coded into TeamOnto it is possible to plan the process assigning the management of a specific web service to a certain user, taking into account its competencies. To this aim, by performing inference over the ontologies, an Expert Finder service helps users in searching for experts satisfying a set of requirements, e.g. users expert in a specific service, or in algorithms useful for a certain task, or that have participated in similar projects and are available in certain periods.
For what concerns collaboration during process design, in this paper we consider a multi-synchronous modality for cooperative work, where many users can collaborate on a project by opening their own copies of the same process, saving a new version at the end. It has to be noted that the life-cycle of KDD processes (and indeed of scientific processes in general) differs from that of business processes. First, business processes codify the as-is organization rules about the flow of work. On the other hand, KDD is characterized by trial-and-test activities: differences can occur at process schema level (different services are used) or at experimental process level (different parameter are set), or both. As a consequence, changing a process "at run time" (i.e., when an old version of the process is running) is not an issue in KDD as it is in business domains, because the new version of the process represents a co-existing experimental alternative, and it does not imply the change of any valid business rule (that would make the old running process invalid).
Due to the high specialization of roles, people with complementary skills work on different parts of the same project, proposing different autonomous solutions that need to co-exist and be compared to each other. This reduces much the need of reconciling divergences and merging different versions. In order to keep track of how the process is evolving, managing provenance and enabling comparison, the Process Repository is enriched with a version tree. The internal representation of the version tree is provided in Figure 6 : each version is identified by a version number (ver ) and the project it belongs to. Other information includes its parent version (p_ver ), the creation date/time (timestamp), which also univocally identifies the filename into which the corresponding process is serialized. Furthermore, a version is annotated with information about the author, a possible comment and its state. In fact, every project typically has been developed through several versions, but only one, at most, will be eventually considered definitive, and will be taken into account for index generation purposes.
The ProcVer service manages versions, providing their serialization into the XML format, its storage into the Repository and the update of the version tree of the KDD project at hand. Process can be retrieved by browsing the versions of a given project, traversing the tree and providing the user with metadata about each version, or by querying, w.r.t. a given project, for those versions satisfying some user requirements related to process metadata or content. At present, XPath queries on the XML file can be performed. ProcVer demonstrated a full support for history tracking and backtracking: the comparison of different versions is simply enabled by using XML comparison strategies, even though the present prototype does not provide an effective interface to visualize and interpret changes.
In the versioning model we adopted, the whole process is recorded for each version. Assuming that, for a new version, the difference between the number of new elements inserted and elements deleted is constant, storage requirements is a function of the number of versions:
where S(k) is the number of bytes needed to store all k + 1 versions, V 0 is the dimension in bytes of the first process, and M is the average number of bytes added to each version. When M is small compared to V 0 , then the growth is linear with a slope V 0 + M 2 . Finally, if changes include only updates of parameters or substitutions of a node with another, then M = 0 and the slope is exactly the length of the first process. On the other hand, reconstruction time is clearly constant with respect to the number of versions, since each time a version needs to be retrieved, the corresponding file is read from the file system. Process Discovery As for services, process discovery is based on the knowledge structure defined in Section 3, in particular both process metadata and process structure. For what concerns the use of metadata, examples of parameters used for a query are the process name, the project a process refers to, the users involved in the process. Ontological information can be exploited by SPARQL queries against the ontologies (KDDONTO and TeamOnto) and the Process Repository, to extend query functionalities, e.g., by referring to the category of a user instead of its name. To give an example, the following query finds processes developed in the email marketing domain, whose design involved experts of the C4. In the example, projectName is the metadata that represents the name of the related project. memberOf and studies are properties of the TeamOnto describing respectively the membership of persons in projects, and the domains the project is focused on. The property isExpert links a person to algorithms (or services) she is expert of, where expertise is evaluated on the basis of past usage of the algorithm (or service) or the existence of publications about it. Note that in the query the range of the isExpert predicate is an individual of class Algorithm in TeamOnto, linked by the owl:sameAs relations to an instance of Algorithm in KDDONTO. At present, the isExpert property is defined by an assertion, on the basis of the mere existence of other properties. No weight of importance or level of expertise is used and this does not allow to rank experts. The present approach could be refined by resorting to techniques used for instance in collaborative filtering, that learn the expertise level of different experts by observing the past history of activity and its rank (Liu & Yang (2008) ).
For what concerns structure-based process discovery, we rely on the lattice of sub-processes introduced in Subsection 3.2. A lattice can be defined either on process schemas or prototype processes. In order to form the lattice, only processes in definitive state are taken into account, while those under development are ignored. This choice has been done to enforce the idea that lattice components are in fact a set of (collectively defined) best practices, or equivalently a set of typical usage patterns of computational resources (i.e., algorithms or services). For instance, referring to Figure 4 , SUB_9 and SUB_17 suggest to use either SOM or K-Means before BVQ, as a way to initialize the vector quantizer. As a consequence, queries over the lattice support two complementary goals: learning-by-example to allow inexperienced users to analyse the patterns and gain insights about the convenient usage of computational resources, and process reuse, in which the user can find all those processes in the Repository that include a certain subprocess, in order to reuse them as-is, or modify them to fit her needs. Structure-based queries take a process fragment as input. Since the internal representation of processes in the lattice is graph-based, the fragment is translated in a graph and a sub-graph matching technique, polynomial in the size of the graphs (Jonyer et al. (2002) ) is exploited to compare the query against patterns.
Evaluation
The present Section is devoted to discuss merits and disadvantages of the functionalities introduced in the previous Section. The discussion is based on a test case developed as exercise during classes on Data Mining techniques. 23 students, divided in group of 4-5, who just learned about basic classification algorithms and pre-processing techniques, have been asked to publish new services in the repository, to retrieve already existing services and to design (prototype) processes to solve simple classification problems.
Publication of tools and Service Discovery
We asked novice users, as our Data Mining students are, to wrap already existing data analysis tools written in Scilab 7 and C language, as well as some of the Weka tools (written in Java) in order to make the tools available as services. Wrapping was performed by exploiting the Automatic Wrapping Service as well as a facility to compile the KDTML descriptor. Students were able to use these tools without significant effort, apart the lack of experience about the tools and underlying techniques. In fact, they introduced some errors in the compilation of the ontology and service descriptors, which suggests the need to develop automatic techniques for the verification of correctness and coherency of descriptions. Nevertheless, users interact at conceptual level, and this allows a much higher accomplishment rate, compared with the activity of integrating a tool in the Weka suite. In fact, it would have required to know technical details about Weka tools and also a complete rewriting of some part of the code. The lack of programming skills makes integration in Weka impossible, while our wrapping strategy remains a valid approach.
For what concerns service discovery, students were provided with a client interfacing the Broker service, where a predefined set of SPARQL queries are given together with the syntInquiry and semInquiry functions.
We asked groups to tell which services implement the C4.5 algorithm, by using only the syntInquiry function. The same search has been performed on RapidMiner, one of the most used open source platform for DM that includes most Weka algorithms. On our repository they were able to find only one of the two services available, called DecisionTreeC4.5, while the other, named J48_tool, was not returned. The search on RapidMiner reported no result, although several modeling operators implementing C4.5 exist (we counted 6 of them, including those from the Weka package). Then, we performed the same search using the semInquiry function, that obtains the full recall since it is able to recognize that J48_tool is an instance of the same algorithm class as DecisionTreeC4.5. In RapidMiner no comparable function is available, therefore the evaluation was not possible. RapidMiner, as well as Weka, provides users with a hierarchical classification of services that enables the search by browsing. However, this kind of search functionality is not enough when the hierarchy is unknown, or when the user lacks knowledge needed to effectively browse the ontology.
In conclusion, the evaluation showed that advantages of a semantic search are striking, especially in distributed scenarios with synonymies and naming conflicts, where semantic search becomes a mandatory requirement.
Process Management
In the following we evaluate execution times of process discovery in two scenarios, and discuss benefits of this approach with respect to user support and learningby-example.
We firstly prepared a repository containing KDD processes that have been both designed by students of Data Mining classes, and generated by automatic composition. The repository has 83 processes, and each of them is formed by 5.88 nodes on average. The vast majority of processes are aimed at producing a classification model. On the repository we generated a lattice by following the approach introduced in Subsection 3.2. The lattice is formed by 94 sub-processes, and are formed by 2.17 nodes on average.
In order to evaluate the suitability of the lattice as index for process reuse, we have measured the average execution time of searching processes containing a given algorithm, both by directly accessing the Repository and by using the lattice. With the aim of reducing the variability of the result, queries have been repeated 1000 times for each algorithm in the Repository, then the average has been computed. Experiments have been executed on a Intel Core2Duo T5200, 2GB RAM.
The query requires 1.1 ms on average by directly searching into each process in the Repository, and 0.45 ms by using the lattice: this implies a decrease of 59.09% in query execution time. For more general structure-based queries, the advantage in the use of the lattice necessarily increases because the complexity of the sub-graph matching is polynomial in the dimension of the input graphs. In order to evaluate the performance in a wider and non-controlled scenario, we generated a lattice representing Taverna's scientific workflows available in the my Experiment web repository (http://www.myexperiment.org). After performing appropriate data pre-processing activities, the dataset is formed by 258 processes, with 9.37 vertices on average for each process. The generated lattice has 580 nodes, with an average number of 2.55 vertices. Figure 7(a) shows the sub-workflow corresponding to the most significative pattern found, as result of a query for the get_pathway_by_genes service. Figure 7(b) shows the second most significative pattern.
The two structures together index 11 out of 22 relevant workflows. A keyword search can be used at the my Experiment site in order to look for workflows containing the desired service. By typing the exact name of the service, get_pathway_by_genes, no result is reported. A query with the string "get pathway by genes" returns 37 workflows, 15 of which does not contain the service, thus requiring the user to manually analyse them in order to individuate the irrelevant ones. Results are summarized in Table 1 . Summing up, the clustering procedure actually allows to extract, from a set of processes, significant patterns that cannot be simply discovered by manual browsing. They are useful to support process design, and enable a more efficient access to the process repository. According to the first results, and leaving out the time to generate the lattice, the execution time seems to scale well with respect to the dimension of the dataset.
On the other hand, observing sub-structures belonging to automatically generated processes, students learned:
-the necessity to introduce suitable pre-processing algorithms; -the use of rebalancing techniques when C4.5 or similar algorithms are used; -the existence of techniques able to directly manage unbalanced data they were not aware of.
Moreover, as a by-product from such an approach, from the observation of the sub-processes we obtained interesting insights on typical students design patterns, useful to understand and analyse students' behaviour. For instance, the smallest sub-processes are typical of processes manually generated by students, as students tend to use very simple patterns. Interestingly, the C4.5 algorithm is the most used classification algorithm. This is consistent with the common knowledge that decision tree techniques are simpler to apply and understand. We also observed some recurrent errors, like the lack of pre-processing algorithms to remove missing values from the dataset or normalization procedures, which are not recognized because the process ends successfully but the model turns out to be sub-optimal.
Related Work
Several frameworks for workflow design and enactment have been built and are now in use within various scientific communities (Deelman et al. (2009) ), especially in e-Science field. Most of them use a graphical composition model, and some of them provide tools to design abstract workflows and to perform the relative mapping to specific resources (Bowers & Lud (2005) , Gil et al. (2007) ).
Extensions and plug-ins have been introduced for pure workflow management environments to provide semantic-based discovery and composition functionalities, for instance for Taverna (Withers et al. (2010) ). A set of reasoning functionalities for resource discovery, workflow validation and resource integration have also been introduced (Bowers & Lud (2005) ). Goderis et al. (2009) provides an excellent motivation for the process discovery functionalities introduced in the present work. The paper discusses the importance of a "finding workflows by example" retrieval model, where (i) a single service, (ii) a selection of a subset of services, void of any control flow, and (iii) a workflow fragment, including its control flow, can act as a basis to retrieve relevant workflows.
Some specific workflow matching techniques exist however, in e-Science and other domains (Corrales et al. (2006) , Calders et al. (2009) , Qin & Fahringer (2012) ) that are based on a graph representation of workflows and graph similarity measures, but no support to discover best practice is proposed. Another common point between e-Science and our work is the recognition of the role of collaboration to deal with distributed resources and huge data produced by their experiments. Among the many projects, my Experiment ) is a middleware for supporting in-silico experiments, especially in biology domain, with a strong emphasis on collaborative annotation and sharing of workflows. These experiments are designed to be executed on specific workflow management environments, such as Taverna (Hull et al. (2006) ) or Kepler (Altintas et al. (2004) ).
Collaborative platforms usually include a Version Control System, with various approaches (Altmanninger et al. (2009) ). In the e-Science domain VisTrails provides a versioning mechanism similar to ours, for managing the evolution of workflows and data provenance by the definition of a change algebra (Callahan et al. (2006) ), while at the best of our knowledge versioning management is not supported in KDD systems. In Wegener & Rüping (2010) a simple representation of changes performed during Data Mining workflow design is introduced as preparatory phase for the definition of Data Mining Patterns.
As concerns KDD systems, a first-generation was mainly focused to support a single user in local settings, providing a finite number of analysis techniques and user-friendly interfaces facilitating their application, inspection, and evaluation. Among the most mature products, proprietary suites like IBM SPSS Modeler, SAS Enterprise Miner, as well as open source software like RapidMiner (Mierswa et al. (2006) ) and Weka (Hall et al. (2009) ) also provide environments for workflow design and execution, although they usually do not include guidance for managing collaborative editing and intelligent support for process composition.
The second generation was aimed at distributed Data Mining, where both users and tools are remotely located. These solutions exploit computing paradigms such as Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) or Service-Oriented Grids (e.g., Talia et al. (2008) , Alsairafi et al. (2003) , Esmin et al. (2013) ) in order to achieve high performances and scalability, with little regard to usability or advanced support functionalities. Weka4WS (Talia et al. (2008) ) enables distributed Data Mining on the Grid, allowing the execution of tools as web services, and Orange4WS ) extends the Orange Toolkit by defining a graphical designer, in which arbitrary web services can be used to build a KDD process.
The third generation of KDD and Data Mining systems aims to mix the benefits of distributed architectures with knowledge-based technologies to help users in process management, even though collaborative aspects in KDD are in general much less developed than in e-Science, partially because researchers in the field traditionally have focused more on performance issues than on human aspects. For what concerns process composition and collaborative repository management, the ClowdFlows platform (Kranjc et al. (2012) ) offers a cloud SOA environment to share workflows for DM experimentations, even if it does not support advanced functionalities for process matchmaking and service/process discovery. Other proposals focus more on the definition of open virtual environments that make use of Data Mining and KDD ontologies to support service discovery and automatic process composition (Bernstein et al. (2005) , Podpečan et al. (2012) , Serban et al. (2013) ), while process discovery and reuse is almost not taken into account. At the best of our knowledge only Wegener & Rüping (2010) deal with process reuse issues, proposing Data Mining patterns extracted by learning techniques as a solution.
Conclusion
The paper presented a knowledge-centric approach for the sharing and reuse of KDD computational resources and processes in KDDVM, a distributed collaborative environment, adopting a Service-Oriented approach and semantic technologies to enable interoperability among computational resources, and to solve conceptual heterogeneity. A number of functionalities are provided, that according to the encouraging results of the evaluation are capable to improve support to publication and discovery of computational resources, process design, and versioning.
From the comparison with the existing Literature, it emerges that the contribution of the paper is novel with respect to current research on platforms to support KDD and data analysis. In particular, what makes KDDVM original is the systematic use of semantic information, a loosely coupled and layered architecture, and a cooperative approach. While most solutions focus only on Data Mining step or on local KDD support systems, our proposal is more general and natively conceived for an open, distributed and collaborative environment. Besides it shares many principles and solutions with e-Science systems, the idea to exploit clustering techniques to extract typical usage patterns from processes is original also with respect to that field. Furthermore, as a major difference between the two domains, e-Science systems typically provide support to experimentations for a specific domain (e.g., biology, genomics, and so forth), and this influence in particular the content of ontologies. On the contrary, in KDD no assumption about the application domain is made, and it can be applied in various analysis problem. This comes at the expenses of a less customized support for the scientist (in particular the problem to map her analysis goal to a data mining task is left to her). On the other hand, pure scientific-oriented systems can rarely be used for business analytics without a careful customization and adaptation.
As future work, the presented platform can be extended in a number of directions. We are especially interested on pushing towards automatic, learning-based techniques to acquire data and knowledge. In this direction, we plan to explore techniques developed in collaborative filtering and social network analysis to both define expertise levels and rank experts. Another direction is related to use ontological knowledge to detect errors and check coherence during the compilation of KDTML descriptor as well as of the ontology itself. Finally, future work will be devoted also to the refinement of the clustering methodology to generate the lattice of usage patterns.
